“COMMON ROOTS OF THE EUROPEAN WORDS” – CREW

Training Course in Reggio Calabria (Italy)

11 ‐ 16 September 2017
Project Reference: 2017-1-IT03-KA105-010991

For youth workers to recover the linguistic roots through a training course, that highlights the cultural affinity and enhances
the diversity

About Project
In the 60th year since the signing of the Treaties of Rome, which gave start to the process of European integration, it is most appropriate to re‐
read the words of the “ Manifesto di Ventotene”: “ A free and united Europe is the necessary premise to the strengthening of modern
civilization”. With our “vision” (CREW – COMMON ROOTS OF EUROPEAN WORDS) we want to contribute to the preservation and revival of the
European community sense. Our project involves participants who come from 12 countries; they are the “crew” of the ship that will sail many
routes ( cultural and linguistic routes) and finally they will arrive in the safe port of European Civilitation. Through non‐formal learning of the
common linguistic roots, of cultural affinities, and through the promotion of diversity, we can recognize ourselves in other people; and and we
can developing the feeling of a common European culture and identity. This awareness is necessary to re‐new the idea of Europe as a
community of people; a community that want to break down cultural barriers and to rejects radicalism and dis‐integrating rhetoric. The
project activities will encourage the idea of a society founded on the values of “ pluralism, non‐discrimination, tolerance, justice, solidarity and
equality between women and men” (Article 2 ‐ Treaty on European Union).

Main objectives of this project
‐ to acquire and improve skills such as: problem solving social skills; and to promote respect, equality, dialogue and tolerance.
‐ the rediscovery of common roots will strengthen the European citizenship concept of a community based on respect for fundamental human
rights, as reported and protected by the European Union Charter of Fundamental Rights.
‐ acquiring methods and techniques to foster intercultural approaches; they will increase their idea of respect, equality, dialogue culture
through the study and the discovery of diversity;
‐ improving the knowledge of foreign languages, that Is a necessary condition to ensure common training processes interconnection which
contribute to improving the relational perspectives.
‐ foster participants’ awareness about other cultures and countries, offering them the opportunity to build international networks useful for
active citizenship

Participants
The group consist of 26 participants (2 from each Country and 4 participants's Italian) aged between 18 and 35 years.
Participant’s profile:
‐ youth worker, youth leader, youth trainer, volunteer or any young person working with youth and young people with fewer opportunities on
local, regional and international level;

‐ highly motivated and able to work in an international team;
‐ participants will have the possibility to present their cultures and their traditions, during informal moments as well as Intercultural night
activity.
The participants will be engaged in the months preceding the mobility:
‐ In the preparation of presentation mini‐clip to make known its country of origin;
‐ Presentation of their NGO involved
‐ Research on similarity of sounds and meanings of some words (from your mother tongue to other languages of other participant's European
countries)

Main Activities
One of the strongest point of the training‐course “CREW” will be to explore the issue of Language, which is a typical pattern of “human action
organization”, according to an anthropological perspective. We will put the participants in a position to analyze the basic structure of its idioms
with non‐formal learning method, thereby fostering the curiosity about the person in front and the curiosity about himself, according to an
intercultural connection. Especially we want to involve as well young people during non‐formal and informal outdoor activities. Reggio
Calabria, has represented the crossroads of many cultures (Greek, Latin, Norman, Angevin, Spanish, Hebrew, etc.) for centuries; even today,
here we can find a cultural and linguistic minority (Ellenophone ) which has retained its own peculiarities.

Partners and financial arrangements
The following project is financially supported by the ERASMUS+ grant. Hence, 100% of the food and accommodation expenses will be covered
by the organisers, as well as up to 100% of the overall travel costs (please see the max. allowances per country listed below). The organizers
will reimburse of your travel costs from your home city to Reggio Calabria.
Reimbursement of travel costs will only be done upon full attendance in the training program and presentation of the original tickets with
boarding passes and receipt/invoices. Missing tickets will not be reimbursed. Reimbursement will be done in EURO, regardless of the currency
indicated on your ticket and receipt/invoice.

Before the Training Course
‐ Before buying your ticket, please communicate us your eventual itinerary and dates, by register you in online participant’s Application Form ‐
http://goo.gl/forms/bDv35NtomOV8R8mN2 ‐ Wait for our agreement on it before buying!
‐ As soon as you buy your flight/train tickets, please send us the ticket by email (electronic or scanned) + flight INVOICE;
‐ In case you make online check‐in, please send us by email also your boarding pass;

During the Training Course
‐ Give us the original tickets of your way from home. We will scan all the tickets and boarding passes;

After the Training Course
‐ When you come back home, you will have to send us a scan of the boarding passes and tickets (especially those on your way back)
‐ Then send us by post an envelope with all the original tickets and boarding passes and receipts and invoices

IMPORTANT NOTE!
‐ You can buy your tickets starting from 1st July 2017
‐ Following the guide lines of the Erasmus + programme the travel back must be realized by the participants on direct way within maximum 2
days. In case of longer stays or indirect travelling (holiday travel etc.) there is no chance of reimbursement of travel costs.
‐ In line with the rules of the ERASMUS+ Programme, we would like you to make your travel arrangements using the cheapest travel options.
Also, before purchasing any tickets, please make sure that your travel times/cost are approved by us in advance!

HEALTH INSURANCE
Health insurance will not be provided or reimbursed by the mobility organizers. All participants are required to purchase
health insurance individually. If you live in an EU country and use a national health insurance system there, please apply for a
FREE European Health Insurance Card: http://ehic.europa.eu
Association
The Change is in You” Association
KEY‐Innovation in Culture Education and
Youth
IDA Croatia
Youth Advancements for Greater
Achievements
Asociacija „Apkabink Europa“
Center for Educational and Cultural
Development "RACIO"

Country
Bulgaria
Cyprus
Croatia
Latvia
Lithuania
Former Yugoslav
Republic of
Macedonia

Max.travel costs
275 euro
275 euro
275 euro
360 euro
275 euro
275 euro

Grupo de Jovens Novo Mundo

Portugal

360 euro

ICM Jindřichův Hradec z.s.

Czech Republic

275 euro

ASI ‐ Asociatia Scoala Inovatiei
Drustvo za razvijanje prostovoljnega dela
Novo mesto

Romania

275 euro

ILÊWASI

Spain

Slovenia

275 euro
275 euro

HOW TO ARRIVE TO REGGIO CALABRIA
1) CLOSEST AIRPORT
a ) Reggio Calabria Airport ‐ Aeroporto dello Stretto "Tito Minniti" di Reggio Calabria ‐ www.aeroportodellostretto.it
(The airport is just a few miles from the center of Reggio. You can easily get to the center by taxi or bus)
b ) Lamezia Airport ‐ Aeroporto Internazionale di Lamezia Terme ‐ www.lameziaairport.it
(You can travel easily from Lamezia‐Airport to Reggio Calabria by train or bus)
c ) ROME – ROMA
You can also arrive in Italy at the Airports of ROMA – www.adr.it ( Roma Fiumicino or Roma Ciampino ) and then you
can take a national plane with destination Reggio Calabria, or you can take the train from Rome‐Termini Station to
Reggio Calabria – Central station

As soon as you have purchased the plane ticket or train ticket, please send the scanned copy of the
tickets.
Other Transport
BUS: www.atam.rc.it
Train: www.trenitalia.it
Ferryboat from / to Sicily: www.trasportisullostretto.it

Welcome to Reggio Calabria
http://turismo.reggiocal.it

Accomodation

Your accommodation will be in the center of Reggio Calabria
near the facilities where the training course will take place, close to the best places to enjoy typical dishes
and close to the city's most important sites.

accomodation Web Site:

http://www.welcometorc.it/attico/l_attico_bb_reggio_calabria.php?l=en

Museo Nazionale della Magna Grecia
The Reggio Calabria National Museum is one of the
most famous Italian museums and houses several
significant relics of the Calabrian colonies of Magna
Graecia. The museum's building stands in the heart
of the city, facing Piazza de Nava, at a short distance
from the famous "I. Falcomatà" promenade. Among
the very first buildings in Italy intended solely for
the exhibition of archaeological findings, it was
designed by Marcello Piacentini, one of the most
famous architects of the Fascist era, who drew
inspiration for the project from his visits to the most important European museums. The institution
of a state museum was implemented by Superintendent Paolo Orsi, whose aim was to unite the collections of the Civic Museum, established in
1882, with the findings unearthed during the excavation campaigns he himself promoted in Calabria. Inaugurated in 1959, the National
Museum has known many important transformations in the course of the years. In 1981, for example, the Underwater archaeology section
was added to the structure, in order to provide an adequate exhibition space for the celebrated Riace Bronzes, found in 1972; also, a
permanent exhibition of artefacts produced in the Magna Graecia colonies
was arranged on the second floor.

Aragon Castle
The history of the castle follows step by step the history of the city at least
from the 6th century AD onwards. In the Greek era, and then following in the
Roman period, the hilltop postion of the castle would certainly have had a
fundamental importance to the protection of the city.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND SERVICES
Preparation for intercultural evening:
 There will an Intercultural evening. Participants are expected to create interesting, interactive and creative intercultural evening
with goal to fight prejudices and stereotipes about their country/community/culture.
 Be aware that there are no kitchen facilities available (don’t bring food that requires cooking)
 Bring food, drink, promotional materials and whatever else you want to present
What to bring whit you?
 All your travel & personal documentation
 Make sure you keep all your groups boarding passes!
 Materials about your organization
 Food, drink, promotional materials and whatever else you want to present
Roaming
REGULATION (EU) No 531/2012 abolishes roaming costs in the EU.
http://goo.gl/csPzb8
For this you can call, send sms, and surf the internet, according to your mobile offer.
Also, you can use it LYCAMOBILE ‐ http://www.lycamobile.it/it/
The local currency is EURO.
To facilitate the communication between all, we have created the Facebook group. Please add yourself to the group through the following
link:
http://www.facebook.com/groups/1358791127539487/

CONTACTS
Mr. Pasquale Oronzio
Tel. +39 340 8475720 ‐ pasqualeoronzio02@gmail.com

